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Abstract
Financing through the capital market has many advantages over other types of external financing companies such
as avoiding dependence on bank credits, access to a wider base of investors, collecting a relatively large amount of asset
as well as longer maturity dates.
The companies need to secure additional financial assets so they can maintain the current liquidity, as well as for
their development and growth. These assets can be taken from internal as well as external financial sources.
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the most common source which Macedonian companies use for financing for
their current and developmental activities. Special emphasis is placed on how familiar Macedonian companies are with the
process of bonds issuance for financing their working processes and how much they use it.
The basic instrument for data collection was a questionnaire that was designed in three categories with 25
questions in order to be able to collect information about which is the most common financial source that surveyed
companies prefer and how many of them are familiar and use the process of issuing corporate bonds.
The results indicates that Macedonian corporate bonds market is undeveloped which is verified by the fact that
company’s managers and owners are unprepared and unfamiliar with the advantages and procedure of bond issuance.
Keywords: issuing bonds, financing sources, bank credits, saving instrument.
Classificare JEL: G00.

1. Introduction
Companies need additional financial assets, for secure working continuity as well as for growth and development.
One way for companies to ensure this is securities issuance. The benefit of these securities is not only for the issuers but
also for the investors who by buying these instruments they expect to gain possession or to secure additional income in the
form of dividends or interest.
In the research by Jugovic, Debelic and Loncar [10] the focus is on bond issuance as one of the possibilities for
external financing of business activities. According to their research financial assets gained by corporate bond issuance can
contribute to increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of the company’s working, but it has to be long lasting.
Bujan [3] gives an overview on corporate bonds issuance and trends in Croatia from 2003 to 2012. In Croatia there
are 30 large companies which issue corporate bonds. This number is much higher than the one in Macedonia. However, as
well as with the Macedonian, 80 % of the Croatian companies rely more on Bank loans, only 20% of the financial assets
are from bonds issuance.
The analysis of the Serbian market of corporate bonds, provided by Dulic and Zivkovic [5], show that it is in the
early developing phase with only two registered public offers. SMEs are not interested in bond issuance due to high
expenses for issuance and transactional expenses, whereas big companies consider the transparency conditions an obstacle.
In the first part of this thesis there is an overview of the reasons why companies need financial assets. The research
methods used for this thesis are presented in the second part. The features, advantages and disadvantages of corporate
bonds and their issuer are presented in the third part. The real situation of the corporate bonds market in the Republic of
Macedonia is presented in the end.

2. Why do companies need additional finances?



Every company needs finances for ensuring the continuity of their work as well as for many other reasons such as:
expanding production activities
for development and promoting of new products
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for entering new markets
for maintaining the current liquidity


Investment in expanding and modernizing of the company’s production capacities and in new technology are key
for the company’s existence. According to Rakita [15] technology is a coordinated concept and developed system of
information, processes and skills, which are essential for innovation of the existent and create and develop new production
and services. New technology supplies and equipment make better productivity, energy efficiency therefore lower working
costs. In this way the company becomes better than the competition and can adjust to the customers’ needs and requests.
An example for proactive and innovative Macedonian company is the Brewery in Prilep “Prilepska Pivarnica” which in
2014 received the award National champion of European business. This award is evidence that investing in production
modernization, implementing of new products and new appearance is the real strategy to stay up in the ever changing
business environment.

Furthermore, for companies to be able to satisfy the customers’ changing needs and requirements and to stay one
step ahead of the competition it is necessary to invest in new products and services development and promotion. The
expenses for research and development are usually difficult to cover by regular product sales, therefore there is a need the
company to secure additional finances. Unfortunately only two of the surveyed companies have answered positively on
using part of the finances for research and development. This points to the fact that even though R&D are important for the
competition in Macedonian companies it is still not a common practice. In fact using finances for R&D is more the
exception than the rule in our country. Having this in mind the Government of Republic of Macedonia makes efforts and
takes actions to expand innovation and competitiveness of the Macedonian companies. In addition to that in 2012 a
document was passed Strategies for innovation 2012-2020, with an Action plan for implementation for the period 20132015, which are the basic concept and direction for changing of the conditions, promoting more new ideas and forms of
cooperation and projects.

The companies’ development is closely connected to their expansion and placement on the foreign markets.
Foreign markets are always bigger than the home market therefore the export is an important opportunity to increase the
company’s income and profit. [15] This expansion can be realized by different forms: export, opening new production
capacities in other countries, taking over or merging with other foreign companies etc. Export is especially important to
countries which do not participate in multinational companies and are not strong competition and represents the surest way
to enter foreign markets. When a company takes this option into consideration it has to establish which markets to enter,
when to do this and with what capacity. [8] When managers think about undertaking export activities they should take into
consideration additional expenses such as: change of the product package, product adjustment to foreign customers,
obtaining special licenses and similar. According to Guitierrez’s conclusion [7] by improving the export performance it is
necessary to sustain faster growth and unemployment reduction in a small open economy like the Republic of Macedonia.
However, besides the country economic benefits, the companies should consider product and services export due to several
reasons including the following: export extends products life, new revenue sources; to survive competition, to expand
operation to foreign markets etc.
Moreover this is about big and long lasting investments for which it is necessary a detailed research and analysis to be
conducted about the competition and the market where the country intends to expand. And in this case the only way for the
company to get the needed finances is additional finance sources.

A big part of Macedonian companies (44% according to our research) have a problem with payment of their
claims. According to Blazevska [1], in July 2015, 43.713 companies had frozen accounts. According to statistics this
number has been constantly increasing for the past four years. The direst condition is with the construction companies
which in 2014 needed 237 days, whereas trade, transport and hospitality companies 92 days, to collect their payments.
Collecting payments is the biggest problem for the micro companies, as well as middle companies. Because of this some
companies need additional finances to ensure current liquidity, otherwise their existence is in danger.
In our research, on the question whether companies need additional finances in the next period, 94.5% have
answered positively i.e. 30.6 % of the additional financial resources will be spent on business expansion; 28.6% on
purchasing inventories; and 20.4% for purchasing equipment and other assets. R&D activities are key components of
creating competitive advantage of the SME’s. Unfortunately, our research shows that only 10.2% of the investigated
companies are acquiring financial resources for research and development activities. This merely suggests that the SME’s
in the Macedonian economy are focused on the existence issues rather than the development component of their business
[2].

3. Research designs and methods
In order to analyze whether the Macedonian companies are familiars with corporate issuance procedure and how
often they are using this financial source we have included small, medium and large companies from different business
activities operating mainly in the South-West Macedonia.
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The research instrument used in the research is interview questionnaire which contains 25 questions classified in
three categories as: I. Basic information of the companies; II Information on the source of finance; III. Liquidity and
solvency of the companies. Part of the questionnaire is designed similarly to the research questionnaires provided by the
CEA [4] as well the research conducted by European Commissioni [6]; and, the other part is modified in order to
accommodate our research needs. We have used the referenced questionnaires as relevant and standardize instrument for
conducting empirical analysis on the problem of financing the current and developing activities in the SME’s of
Macedonia.
The second part of the questionnaire search, contains data on finance activity in the SME’s. This part it’s important
to fulfill the purpose of our research, specifically why the companies need an additional funds, how familiar are they with
the issuance of corporate bonds, and whether they use this instrument to finance their activities. The questions are mainly
focused on the problems related to the access of finance. According to the data, 44.4% of the companies are facing with
delayed payment of claims; 20 percent of the investigated companies pointed the worsen legislative as an issue related to
financial problems; 13.3 percent of the investigated companies were facing with problems related to limited access to
finance and raising competitiveness in the sector. However, the future goals of the companies are related to the additional
financial resources [2].
In addition, the concept, the features, advantages and disadvantages of the corporate bonds will be explained, and
then we will analyze the current situation on the market of corporate bonds of the Republic of Macedonia.

4. Features, advantages and disadvantages of corporate bonds
The word ‘bond’ means contract, agreement or guarantee. All these terms are applicable to the securities known as
bonds. An investor who purchases a bond is lending money to the issuer, and the bond represents the issuer’s contractual
promise to pay interest and repay principal according to specified terms [12].
Corporate bonds are bonds with a deadline up to five years for the short lasting, from five to ten years for the
middle lasting and twenty years or more for the long lasting bonds.
Why would investors and companies be interested in issuing/buying corporate bonds? Namely, by issuing corporate
bonds companies usually pay less interest than they would for a bank loan/credit. Corporate bonds will be attractive for the
investors and issuers alike, when the interest rate of the bonds is between the interest of the term deposits in the banks and
the credit interest. That way the investor will get higher income from the bond than by saving in a bank, and the bond issuer
will pay lower interest if he finances the company’s development by loaning from a bank. [11]. In this case companies also
have bigger freedom in their work because they are not concerned by the banks restrictions. For instance, banks often
require of the companies not to take additional risky activities until they have repaid the loan, not to get into debt and
similar. Restrictions like these can influence the company’s work.
Shares issuance is another way of collecting finances. However, bond issuance has an advantage because the
investor does not gain any property rights or a right to vote in the company, he has a right to ask for the amount of money
he had paid for the bond, plus the interest.
Corporate bonds enable collecting finances without changing the ownership or the management of the companies.
They have an important role in case of crisis when investors pull out from investing in the stock market. Investors change
the structure of their portfolio for less risky instruments, though they bring lower income. Corporate bonds are exactly this
type of instruments. Corporate bonds income is also guaranteed and it does not depend on the company’s profitability in the
period from issuing until collecting of the bond. However, besides the advantages there are some disadvantages for the
issuer of the bonds. One of these is cumulating of fixed commitment at the end of the period of the corporate bonds which
can influence the liquidity of the company. If the bonds are not paid in time the creditors, by law, can ask for liquidation or
insolvency. This kind of risk cannot arise in case of issuing shares [5].
Other disadvantages of corporate bond issuance are as follows: for lower risks the investors can impose certain
restrictions on the company’s operations. With bank credits, companies maintain closer business relations, which is not the
case with bonds issuance. The restricted company’s contact with the investors mostly influences the ability to make
changes in the terms and conditions of the finance agreements.
In order to evaluate the investment risk, the investor needs information on the credit rating range of the bond issuing
company. Credit rating shows the probability of repaying the loan. If this information is missing the investor will not gain
anything by buying bonds with high interest rate, and the issuer cannot pay the interest on time or pay the nominal value
due to insolvency. The existence of credit rating is essential also for successful realization of the company’s bonds.
Table No.1. What bond ratings mean?

Highest credit quality, issuer
has strong ability to meet

Moody’s
Aaa

Standard & Poor’s
AAA
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obligations
Very high credit quality, low
risk of default
High credit quality, but more
vulnerable to changes in
economy or business
Adequate credit quality for
now, but more likely to be
impaired if conditions worsen
Below investment grade, but
good chance that issuer can
meet commitments
Significant credit risk, but
issuer is presently able to
meet obligations
High default risk

Issuer fail to meet scheduled
interest or principal payments

Aa1
Aa2
Aa3
A1
A2
A3
Baa1
Baa2
Baa3
Ba1
Ba2
Ba3
B1
B2
B3
Caa1
Caa2
Caa3
C

AA+
AA
AAA+
A
ABBB+
BBB
BBBBB+
BB
BBB+
B
BCCC+
CCC
CCCD

AA

A

BBB

BB

B

CCC
CC
C
DDD
DD
D

Source: Levinson, M (2005). “Guide to Financial Markets”, The Economist in association with Profile Books LTD,
London, p.74.
While we are on the subject of credit risk evaluating, that is actually a significant problem for the undeveloped
finance markets such as the Macedonian, where there are not any specialized institutions for this kind of estimation. The
lack of these institutions is not in the interest of the issuers because they face the problem of lack of interested buyers for
their bonds.

4.1. The market of corporate bonds in The Republic of Macedonia
Buying corporate bonds is popular for the investors when interest rates for bank saving deposits are low, and for the
issuers is beneficial when bank interest rates are high. That is, the popularity of corporate bonds increases when the interest
rates level is between the interest rate of the saving deposits and bank credits. Although, this rule does not influence the
Republic of Macedonia, a trend is noticeable where interest rates of bank saving deposits decrease disproportionately
compared to credit interest. According to the National Bank of Republic of Macedonia (NBRM) deposit interest rates
decrease faster than credit interest rates.
In figure 1 you can notice constant decrease of the interest rate of foreign currency and denarii deposits in the past
four years. In 2011 the interest rates of the total deposit were about 4.3%, and in 2014 banks lowered them to 2.9%. These
changes in the deposit interest are a result of the referent interest rates trend/range for certain currencies, but most of all the
decreasing of the banks interest rates.
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Figure No.1. Interest rate on total received deposit from 2011 to 2014 (in % annual level)

Interest rate of total deposits
Interest rate of total deposits, new
In denars
In denars, new
In foreign currency
In foreign currency, new

Source: NBRM (2015): „Statistics of interest rates on other depository institutions (banks and savings banks)”
Figure No.2. Interest rate on loans (in % annual level)

Interest rate of total deposits
Interest rate of total deposits, new
In denars
In denars, new
In foreign currency
In foreign currency, new

Source: NBRM (2015): „Statistics of interest rates on other depository institutions (banks and savings banks)”, p.

In figure 2 there are interest rates on the total of approved rates in the period of 2011 to 2014. During this period,
banks lowered their interest rates on the approved loans only for 1.3%. The reason for high interest rates on bank credit is
because Macedonian companies prefer credits as primary source for financing their activities which influences the constant
high level of credit demand. This situation, opposite the restrictive credit policy and high bank liquidity, makes the trend
for lowering of the credit interest rates to be smaller than the one with the deposits.
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Even though the interest rates of the saving deposits are undesirable, Macedonian citizens and companies still prefer
this saving instrument. According to the statement by PhD. Prof. Marjan Petreski for “Faktor MK” the increase of the
deposits and decrease of the interest rates can be attributed to the lack of other saving instruments on our financial market,
as well as the general unwillingness for spending. [18]
Therefore the undeveloped and small financial market is the main reason for the absence of more attractive financial
saving instruments and why saving in bank deposits is the primary choice for Macedonian savers.
Let us take a look at the conditions of the sources, that is, what ways of financing Macedonian companies prefer for
their activities. The biggest part of the financial assets are taken from home financial market, more accurately by
commercial banks. The result we uncovered in our research is both interesting and contradicting according to which even
though high interest rates is the most common problem for the companies, they still rely on this source of financing.
Answer to the question why Macedonian companies mostly prefer to use bank credits is in the second part of our survey.
On the question whether company owners and finance managers need training in familiarizing with types and advantages
of alternative ways of financing 75.7% answered affirmative, which means alternative sources of financing are available to
Macedonian companies but they do not know what they are or how they can use them [2].
How many Macedonian companies use bond issuance as their financing instrument? On the question: are you
acquainted with the corporate bonds issuance for financing, out of 29 answers, 27% of the companies said yes, and 54.4%
said that there are not acquainted with this procedure.
Only 27% of the surveyed companies answered that they are familiar with the advantages and disadvantages of
corporate bond issuance, and 51.4% answered negatively. (Table 3)
Table No.2. Are you familiar with the procedure of corporate bonds issuance?

Valid
Missing
Total

Frequency
10
19
29
8
37

Yes
No
Total
System

Percent
27.0
51.4
78.4
21.6
100.0

Table No.3. Are you familiar with the advantages and disadvantages of the corporate bonds issuance?

Valid
Missing
Total

Frequency
7
23
30
7
37

Yes
No
Total
System

Percent
18.9
62.2
81.1
18.9
100.0

This means that not being informed rather than not being interested is the reason that companies still use the
traditional bank credits the most.
In the Republic of Macedonia, only two companies have issued corporate bonds: in December 2007, ProCredit
Bank Macedonia issued corporate bonds worth 4.878.048 euros, with a deadline of 3 years and the buyer was NLB
Tutunska Banka AD Skopje. The second bond was issued by NLB Tutunska Banka in 2008 worth 10.7 million euros.
Ivan Shteriev, general executive director of the Macedonian stock market, points out that there is a potential for
trading on the stock market, beside shares with other securities. Namely, according to him, when the interest rates of saving
deposits are low investors are interested in buying corporate bonds. However, on our capital market there is a lack of offer,
that is, companies that are not ready for issuing this type of securities. [19]
We think this situation is due to the undeveloped financial market and absence of other alternative ways of saving
which could bring higher income. From the aspect of investing in corporate activities, bonds are especially popular in a
time of more restrictive bank credit policies and higher interest rates- a condition present on the Macedonian financial
market. Still, our research has shown that main reason for Macedonian companies still using bank credits as primary source
of financing is because they are not informed and prepared. Here we would like to mention the problems that Macedonian
companies face in the process of issuing and selling corporate bonds:
-

High expenses for corporate bonds issuance,
No credit rating of the issuer
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-

Restrictive laws
High expenses connected to the issuance of corporate bonds
Undeveloped corporate bonds market

Finally, we would emphasize the current law change which is one of the conditions for increasing the attractiveness
and security of investing in corporate bonds. Namely, it is about law change that in October 2015, was suggested by the
government of Republic of Macedonia in the Law on contractual pledge. It is expected this change to bring bigger security
for investors who buy bonds secured with property. This change in the law would help to increase security when investing
in corporate bonds, but in order their emission to survive it is necessary for the previously mentioned problems to be
resolved.
What can be done to intensify issuance and interest for investing in corporate bonds on the Macedonian capital
market? Necessary conditions that can influence increasing of the corporate bonds issuance in the Republic of Macedonia
are: estimation of the credit rating of the issuer of the bonds, changes in the law on bond issuance, training for managers/
owners in order to increase their interest for bond issuance, as well as improving the level of corporate culture of the
Macedonian companies.

5. Conclusion
From the results of our research we can conclude that the bank credits are the most important instrument of outside
financing for Macedonian companies. It is important to mention that company managers and owners are unprepared, that is,
unfamiliar with the advantages and procedure of bond issuance. However, we should not forget that corporate bonds can be
issued by capitally strong and profitable companies, and in our country there are a few of those. As Milos [13] has
concluded the role of the bank sector for financing companies is bigger in countries in development due to the small
number of companies that prefer to finance themselves with bond issuance, but also because of numerous conditions they
need to fulfill in order to be able to issue bonds.
Macedonian corporate bonds market is undeveloped which is confirmed by the fact that, so far, there have been
only two corporate bond issuances, and in both cases the issuance was private, that is, the bonds were bought by the same
investor.
The current position of the Macedonian capital market shows that we cannot expect a miracle in intensifying the
development of the Macedonian corporate bonds market. In our opinion, bank credits will continue to be first choice for
Macedonian companies. Trading with corporate bonds would mean expanding of the offer of financial instruments on the
Macedonian capital market where at this moment the trading is done only by government bonds and stocks.
This work raises the question for further research on how Macedonian companies can develop their working
efficiency and competition on a higher level in order to start thinking about raising capital from outside sources for
financing.

(i)

The Commission published the survey in 2009 and 2011. In 2013, the survey became an annual publication. The survey
covers all EU countries. (http://ec.europa.eu/growth/access-to-finance/data-surveys/index_en.htm)
(ii)
Denar – Macedonian currency. 1 Euro = 61.5 denars
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